real wings and assumed the form of the angel which he    IO7
is in essence. Mechanical devices have nothing to do with
man's real nature—they are merely traps which Death
has baited forhim.
We came down at the seaport of Herakleion, one of
the principal towns of Crete. The main street is'almost a
ringer,for a movie still in a third-rate Western picture. I
found a room quickly in one of the two hotels and set out
to look for a restaurant A gendarme, whom I accosted,
took me by the arm and graciously escorted me to a modest
% place near the public fountain. The meal was bad but I
was now within-reach of Knossus and too excited to be
disturbed about such'a, trifle. After lunch I went across
the street to a cafe and had a Turkish coffee. Two Ger-
mans who had arrived by the same plane were discussing
the lecture on Wagner which they were to give that eve-
ningj they seemed to be fatuously unaware that they had
come with their musical poison to the birthplace of Veni-
zelos. I left to take a quick stroll through the town. A
few doors away, in a converted mosque, a cinema an-
nounced the coming of Laurel and Hardy. The children
who were clustered about the billboards were evidently
as enthusiastic about these downs as the children of Du-
buque or Kenosha might be. I believe the cinema was
called "The Minoan." I wondered vaguely if there would
be a cinema at Knossus too, announcing perhaps the com-
.  ing of the Marx Brothers.
Herafcleion is a shabby town bearing all die ear-marks
of Turkish domination. The principal streets are filled
with open shops in which everything for men's needs are
made by hand as in medieval times. From the countryside
the Cretans come in garbed in handsome black raiment set
off by elegant high boots, of red or white leather offtjmes.
Next to Hindus and Berbers they are the most handsome,

